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• Practice

• Is it working? 
• Less “tangential” chat

• Additional material on the website

Feedback



Review
The structure of reasoning
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Australian Strategic Policy Institute executive director Peter 
Jennings told The Australian it was “very clear” that China was 
behind the cyber attack on Australia […]

“I think you’ve got to sort of go through a check list of factors, 
which is not just the capability issues that Morrison talks about 
but also the interest and intent,” Mr Jennings said in the wake 
of the PM’s press conference announcing the attack.

“The Russians could do it. The North Koreans could do it, but 
neither of them have an interest on the scale of this. They have 
no interest in state and territory government or universities,”

“So that leads me to conclude that the only country that has 
got the interest to go as broad and as deep as this and the only 
country with the sophistication and the size of the intelligence 
establishment to do it, is China. That’s very clear.

“I think you can sort of attribute 95 per cent of confidence to it 
being China.”

- Peter Jennings, head of the Australian Strategic Policy 
Institute.



Review
The underlying logic
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Review
Valid arguments that explain the level of uncertainty
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Review
Valid arguments that explain the level of uncertainty
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1. Reasoning Stratagems
2. Reasoning flaws and how to find them

Today’s seminar
Identifying Reasoning Flaws
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Reasoning Stratagems



Reasoning Stratagems
The right moves
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Reasoning Stratagems
Example: Inference to best explanation

IBE needs to:
1) provide a comprehensive list of the plausible explanations,
2) detail the information to be explained,
3) weigh up which explanation is best based on how well it explains 
the information and how plausible it is. 
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Reasoning Stratagems
Example: Inference to best explanation

George is planning a terrorist attack because that is the best 
explanation for his recent behaviour. He has been reading 
extremist websites, posting extreme comments on social media,  
buying material for making explosives, and photographing and 
taking notes on the security at government buildings. He claims 
that he is just interested in explosives as a hobby and wants to 
become a security guard, but the explanation that he is planning 
a terrorist attack is more plausible than this alternative 
because…
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It can hardly be supposed that a false theory would 
explain, in so satisfactory a manner as does the theory 
of natural selection, the several large classes of facts 
above specified [e.g., the geographical distribution of 
species, the sterility of hybrid species]. It has recently 
been objected that this is an unsafe method of 
arguing. But it is a method used in judging common 
events of life, and has often been used by the greatest 
natural philosophers. The undulatory theory of light 
has thus been arrived at; and the belief of the 
revolution of the earth on its own axis was until lately 
supported by hardly any direct evidence. 

- Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species, 1959, p. 452 

Reasoning Stratagems
Example: Inference to best explanation
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Reasoning Stratagems
Some important reasoning stratagems

• Inference to best explanation

• Inductive generalisations

• Categorising cases

• Appeal to analogy

• Appeal to sources
• Single sources & Corroborating sources

• Forecast
• Changes in factors & Extrapolating past trends

• Strategic reasoning
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Inferences to best explanation need to:

• Provide a comprehensive list of the plausible explanations

» If a plausible explanation is overlooked, it may be the 
correct one.

» Will often be based on an uncontroversial “shortlist” 
selection criteria

• Detail the information to be explained

• Consider which explanation is best. Generally involves 
specifying the explanations with sufficient detail to explain the 
known evidence or information as best they can, and comparing 
their:

– background plausibility
– evidence they cannot explain, or cannot explain well
– their internal consistency

Reasoning Stratagems
Inference to the best explanations
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Reasoning Stratagems
Example: TV & Depression

Hours watching TV correlates with depression. 
Therefore, TV causes depression. 
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Generalisations need to:
• Explain how reliably the information has 

been collected.
• Explain why the amount of information 

is sufficient for the conclusion.
• Establish that the information has been 

collected from a sample or group 
representative of the group you are 
making a conclusion about.

• Consider exceptional circumstances.

Reasoning Stratagems
Generalisations
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This is the type of argument where a 
generalisation is applied to an instance 
and used to make conclusions about it. 

These arguments need to:
• Establish that the generalisation is 

acceptable
• Clearly explain how the instance in 

question is a case of the thing the 
generalisation is about. 

Reasoning Stratagems
Categorising cases 
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Reasoning Stratagems
Categorising cases 





An argument from analogy needs to:
• Explain how the two situations are 

sufficiently similar
• Explaining the relevant similarities
• And that the differences are unrelated 

to the matter at hand
• Generally, explain how the same causal 

mechanism could be present in both 
cases
• Otherwise an argument from analogy 

is a generalisation from insufficient 
data.

Reasoning Stratagems
Appeal to Analogy
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Reasoning Stratagems
Example: Analogy
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An argument by elimination needs to:
• Provide a complete list of the options
• Missing one option invalidates the method

• Establish that all but one of them is 
unacceptable
• Each option needs to be dealt with 

separately; this mode of reasoning does not 
work by comparing options
• Needs to be able to eliminate options with 

a high degree of certainty.

Reasoning Stratagems
Argument by Elimination
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An appeal to sources needs to:
• Accurately state what the source 

claims
• Establish that the source knows the 

claim is true
• Establish that the source is 

reporting honestly in this case.

Reasoning Stratagems
Appeals to Sources
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Reasoning Stratagems
Forecasts
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Reasoning to establish a forecast 
needs to:
• Accurately establish the changes in 

the relevant indicators. 
• Explain why the indicators used can 

be replied upon. 
• Establish that there are no 

mitigating circumstances. 



Reasoning Stratagems 
Strategic reasoning
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Reasoning about what move an actor 
will take requires:
• Listing the set of moves the actor 

believes are available to them. 
• Determining what the actor 

believes will be the outcome or 
response to each move. 

• Determining what outcome the 
actor will deem best given their 
objectives. 



Reasoning Stratagems 
Combining stratagems



Review questions



Physical books are technologically obsolete, and the book 
industry is heading down the path that the music industry 
took, where digital downloads decimated CD sales and put 
record stores out of business. Between 2009 and 2011, e-book 
sales rose at triple-digit annual rates.

- Adapted from James Surowiecki, “E-Book Vs. P-Book”, New 
Yorker July 2013

Reasoning Stratagems 
Review questions



The QuackCon conspiracy theory group in Australia has the 
same ideology convictions to the QuackCon group in the UK, 
and has similar goals and resources. Both here and in the UK, 
QuackCon members believe the world is run by a cabal of evil 
aliens that needs to be overthrown. The group in the UK has 
carried out terrorist attacks. Therefore, it is probable that the 
Australian wing is planning or will plan a terrorist attack here.

Reasoning Stratagems 
Review questions



Farmers in Queensland will not be too seriously affected by the 
floods. A recent phone-in poll conducted by ABC News Radio 
asked the question: “Will you still buy fruit and veggies, if the 
prices go up as a result of the flood?” 1,254 people called, sent 
an SMS or went online to respond. 74% of respondents voted 
‘yes’ and only 26% voted ‘no’. So, the great majority of 
Australians are willing to pay more for fruit and veggies 
because of the floods.

Reasoning Stratagems 
Review questions



In my view, …taking into account all relevant (and available) information 
about Monis, what would have emerged was an individual whose concerning 
behaviour was escalating, including in the “security” arena, such as to justify 
the commencement of a formal investigation by ASIO. What that information 
comprises is detailed in the closed version of this chapter. In essence, there 
had been a malignant shift in Monis’ presentation—reflected in his apparent 
increased violence (exhibited by his involvement in his ex-wife’s murder, and 
his posting of graphic images from conflict zones), coupled with a 
burgeoning interest in IS pointing toward radicalisation. 

Lindt Inquest, page 402. 

Reasoning Stratagems 
Review questions



What does the Chinese Communist Party want from Australia?

Duncan Lewis, who was not only the previous head of the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation 
(ASIO) but also commander of Australia’s Special Forces, secretary of the Defence Department and 
Australia’s inaugural national security adviser, is especially well qualified to answer. “They are trying to 
place themselves in a position of advantage,” he told me in an interview shortly after retiring in 
September.

In a post-retirement interview, former ASIO boss Duncan Lewis said while it was not only China that 
preoccupied the Australian authorities, it was "overwhelmingly" China.

“Espionage and foreign interference is insidious. Its effects might not present for decades and by that 
time, it’s too late. You wake up one day and find decisions made in our country that are not in the 
interests of our country. Not only in politics but also in the community or in business. It takes over, 
basically, pulling the strings from offshore.” Note that, although Lewis was a longtime soldier, 
traditional military invasion does not feature in his answer. This is the modern way of intelligent 
statecraft, conquest and control without war.

Reasoning Stratagems 
Review questions
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